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GOOD Berry Tincture


Edible


- Liquid
- Semi-transparent purple (blueberry) or pink (cranberry)
- Separation within the liquid occurs over time (oil and non-oil parts). The packaging
instructs to "Separation is natural. Give it a good shake (before each use)" to homogenize
the liquid before consumption.


 Honey sweetened berry extract (blueberry or cranberry berries, vodka, honey)
- Refined coconut (Medium Chain Triglyceride)
- N-Butane cannabis concentrate
Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp
concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).


- Heat coconut oil to 100 degrees F
- Heat N-Butane cannabis concentrate to 100 degrees F
- Mix coconut oil and N-Butane cannabis concentrate (Add Alaska Hemp Program
concentrate (concentrated CBD, CBG, CBN, CBC) if applicable)
- Add infused coconut oil to berry extract


See attached
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GOOD Berry Tincture


Other Marijuana Product


- We will package GOOD Berry Tincture in a 15ml rounded clear, uncolored glass bottle
(Style: Boston Round; Dimensions: 68mm height, 25mm width at bottom)
- We will affix a white label around the outside of the bottle.
- The bottle will have a white child resistant dropper cap with graduated glass dropper
- Dropper cap will be packaged with shrink wrap plastic as a tamper proof measure
- Bottle will be packaged in a black paper box with either blue text (blueberry) or red text
(cranberry)
- Bottle will contain 10 servings. Each serving = 5mg THC or 10mg THC in 1.5ml liquid (2
full droppers at 0.75ml per full dropper), for a total 50mg or 100mg total THC respectively
(per 15ml liquid)


Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. For example, hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC 
version, E.g.:   
CBD:THC version will include a total CBD of either 50 mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg 
CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 
mg CBD (100 mg/serving).


CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving, the Hemp Registration number, and all 
other Hemp Labeling requirements as shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp 


product example label.


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta area designates the 
variable data that will be applied.
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CBD/THC - BLUEBERRY 
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THC - CRANBERRY 
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CBD/THC - CRANBERRY 
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Department of Commerce, Community, 
and Economic Development 


 


ALCOHOL & MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
Main: 907.269.0350


MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE: September 12, 2022 


          FROM: Jane P. Sawyer,  


Regulations Specialist/Acting PC 


 


 


RE:       GOOD Cannabis lic. 10165 


  


  


GOOD Cannabis, a marijuana product manufacturing facility, is requesting approval of 


amendment(s) to its operating plan and to its already approved products. Attached is MJ-15 


Operating Plan Change application with the summary of changes.  


 


The changes include adding CBD extract/hemp extract to its products. The CBD extract/hemp 


extract will be sourced from an approved Alaska registered hemp retailer. The operating plan is in 


line with board precedent and current regulations.  


 


Temporary approval was granted with the comments that Delta 9 THC potency limits from any 


source (marijuana or hemp) may not exceed limits described in 3 AAC 306.560 - potency limits per 


serving and transaction for edible marijuana products.  


 


List of already approved products being amended 


 


1. GOOD Berry Tincture 


 


6. GOOD Milk Chocolate Bar 


2. GOOD Dark Chocolate Bar 


 


7. GOOD Milk Mini Chocolate Bar 


3. GOOD Dar Mini Chocolate Bar 


 


8. Manna Transdermal Patch 


4. GOOD Gummies 


 


9. N-Butane Concentrate 


5. GOOD Lemon Ginger Drops 


 


10. Vape Pen With Oil 


 11. GOOD Capsules  


 


 
 


 












N-Butane Concentrate


Smokable


A thick, viscous liquid that is typically golden or light amber color. The liquid is allowed to 
harden, which creates a smooth, glass-like substance. This substance is either processed 
additionally through physical manipulation into a “wax” or "badder" or "crumble", or 
measured out in its current state as “shatter”.


NA


We use N-Butane fluid extraction methods with an ASME-certified closed loop system & purged via 
vacuum oven. N-Butane Concentrates may be physically manipulated 
(kneading with hands) to promote different textures (e.g., shatter, wax, badder, crumble, sugar) & 
additional purging of solvent. N-Butane Concentrate that subsequently is added to edibles or further 
processed into Vape Pen with Oil (i.e., Distillate) first undergoes 
"winterization" - dissolving N-Butane Concentrate in ethanol, chilling, filtering, then evaporating 
[recovering] ethanol with a rotovaporizer. N-Butane Concentrate used for edibles is subsequently 


decarboxylated in oven at 240-280 degrees F after winterization. GOOD may further refine the N-Butane 
Concentrate product by engaging in the short path distillation process that was approved by the MCB at 
the 2018 April Board meeting, Tab 24
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N-Butane Concentrate


Concentrate


GOOD LLC will employ two packaging brand types: "GOOD Cannabis" and "Pedro's 
Gold". "GOOD Cannabis" brand will be used to package product from created from 
material from GOOD LLC's cultivation license (License #10166). Pedro's Gold brand will 
be used to package product created from all other license types (i.e., cultivation licenses 
not owned by GOOD LLC).


"GOOD Cannabis" brand N-Butane concentrates will be packaged in a 5ml glass container 
with a child resistant black lid. The glass container and lid will be packaged in a black, 
white, and gold cardboard box (1.9"x1.9"x1.1"; images attached) branded with GOOD 
Cannabis logos.


"Pedro's Gold" brand N-Butane concentrates will be packaged in a 5ml glass container 
with child resistant black lid. The glass container and lid will be packaged in a black, white, 
and yellow cardboard box (1.9"x1.9"x1.1"; images attached) branded with Pedro's Gold 


logos.


Dablicator - this packaging is a tube that dispenses controlled amounts N-Butane 
concentrate for consumer use. The tube is a bi-directional twist-up dosage selector, that a 
consumer could utilize for proper dab size oil, without any waste or mess, and has a snap-
on cap to protect tip and prevent leakage. See attached images showing use and 
dimensions and structure of child resistant box. 


See attached image of packaging with labels attached.
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GOOD Cannabis Brand
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Cultivation Logo Sticker


Variable Data Sticker


Variable data sticker
example on bottom of box
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CANNABIS EXTRACT 
OIL APPLICATOR


NET WT. 1G / 0.035OZ


Marijuana has intoxicating e�ects and may be habit 
forming and addictive. Marijuana impairs concentration, 
coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or 


machinery under its influence. There are health risks 
associated with consumption of marijuana. For use only 
by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of 
children. Marijuana should not be used by women who 


are pregnant or breast feeding.


Full Scale / CMYK Color Mode
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GOOD Lemon Ginger Drops


12 months


Edible


The infused lozenges are a golden to light brown infused marijuana
product, and will be spherical in shape with a flat bottom. Drops will have a hard 
consistency and a smooth, powdered texture from the sugar/citrus acid coating. They will 
be similar in appearance and texture to a hard candy drop or cough lozenge.


granulated sugar, water, tapioca syrup, citric acid, ginger, lemon lemon extract, N-Butane 
Concentrate (winterized cannabis extract)


Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp 
concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).


Calculate the dosage of decarboxylated cannabis concentrate to be added to the batch.  
Bring first 3 ingredients (sugar, water, syrup) to 305 degrees F, then mix in the citric acid, 
ginger, and lemon extract. Add in the cannabis extract (Add Alaska Hemp Program 
concentrate [concentrated CBD, CBG, CBN, CBC] if applicable), mix, then pour into molds 
immediately. Let cool before extracting candy from molds. Mix powdered sugar and citric 
acid powder together to create coating. Toss the candy in coating.
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GOOD Lemon Ginger Drops


Other Marijuana product


(See image attached for example for 10mg THC serving/100mg THC Total) 
Lemon Ginger Drops will be packaged in a child resistant re-closable cardboard box (2” x 
4” x 0.9” in size) made by Sungrown Packaging. This black, white and gold box uses a tab 
locking system that meets US Code of Federal Regulation Title 16 Part 1700 (approved 
child resistant packaging). 
Each Lemon Ginger Drop (1 serving) will contain 5 mg or 10 mg THC and each package 
will contain 10 Lemon Ginger Drops (50 mg or 100 mg THC, respective of serving size).
Serving information that will be on the side of the box: 
"Each candy contains 5 mg THC." or,"Each candy contains 10 mg THC." 
Serving information that will be on the front of the box: 
"50 MG THC, 10 CANDIES, 5 MG THC PER CANDY" or,
"100 MG THC, 10 CANDIES, 10 MG THC PER CANDY"
Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. For example, hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC 
version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50 
mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 
mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/serving).
CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving. Additionally, CBD:THC version label 
will include the Hemp Registration number, and all other Hemp Labeling requirements as 
shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp product sample label. 


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.
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Infused with Full Spectrum 
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"


tl3 Cl3 
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GOOD Dark Mini Chocolate Bars


18 months


Edible


Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter), flavoring (when creating 
flavored version), N-butane concentrate, Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp 
concentrate product (e.g., hemp concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).


Flavorings: Cinnamon, Cayenne, Orange, Mint, Strawberry Cardamom.


Chocolate will be melted down in an auto-tempering machine.  N-butane concentrate (and 
flavoring and/or hemp concentrate when applicable) will be added to the melted chocolate 
and mixed until homogeneous, then allowed to cool to temper point and poured directly 
into molds to further cool and set up.


See attached image
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Yes


Other Marijuana Product


Mini chocolate bars are dark brown (dark chocolate) in color. The shape is that of a gold
bar (3D trapezoid) 0.875"L x 0.4375"W x 0.2"H. The texture is smooth and hard until
melting in your mouth.
1) 50 mini chocolate bars (1mg THC per bar, serving size 5mg THC [5 bars] or 10mg THC 
[10 bars]) each will be packaged into a child resistant bag. There will be 50mg THC per 
package.
2)10 mini chocolate bars (serving size [one bar] 5mg THC or 10mg THC) each will be
packaged into a child resistant bag. There will be 50mg or 100mg THC per package.
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GOOD Dark Mini Chocolate Bars


Other Marijuana Product


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.


10165


(See image attached for example for 5mg THC serving/50mg THC Total)
1) Dark mini chocolate bars will be packaged in a 4 x 2.5 x 4 child resistant heat sealed
food safe bag. The bag will be metallic bronze in color. Product will be infused with N-
Butane concentrate. Each mini chocolate bar will contain 1mg THC, serving size 5 or 10
bars.
The entire package will contain 50 mini chocolate bars therefore containing 50mg THC.
(see attached image of packaging).
2) Dark mini chocolate bars will be packaged in a 4 x 2.5 x 6 child resistant heat sealed
food safe bag. The bag will be metallic bronze in color. Product will be infused with N-
Butane concentrate. Each mini chocolate bar will contain 10 servings infused with 10mg
THC each. The entire package will therefore contain 100mg THC. (see attached image of
packaging).
Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some
cases. Eg., hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50
mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving),
200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500mg CBD (100 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/
serving)
CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving . Additionally, the CBD:THC version
shall have the Hemp Registration number, and all other Hemp Labeling requirements as
shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp product example label.
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Text Box

See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates area that the variable data label will be applied.







Actual picture of  product


Product Dimensions
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"
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MANNA TRANSDERMAL PATCH


TOPICALLY APPLIED; SYSTEMIC IN DELIVERY OF CANNABINOIDS


Transdermal patch 2.83” X 1.81” in size with a skin-color stretchable felt backing. Clear, 
smooth, silicon-coated polyester liner 3.50" x 2.25" covering adhesive side which has a 
smooth texture on the application side and slightly textured feel on the back side. 
Rectangular in shape. Polyisobutylene (PIB) based adhesive. 


Menthol, camphor, wintergreen oil (methyl salicylate), mineral oil, oleic acid, N-Butane 
Cannabis Extract (an approved manufactured product produced by GOOD LLC 10165).


Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp 
concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).


Combine correct dose of cannabis extract with excipients. Pour extract solution into barrel 
attached to head of 3D Printer. Prepare disposable tray with mineral oil. Use tweezers 
dipped in mineral oil to open patch adhesive side up by peeling patch away from release 
liner, then place non-adhesive side of patch along guides on oil slick. Repeat until patches 
laid adhesive side up occupy all guides. Repeat until two oil slicks are occupied with blank 
patches. Slide oil slicks with patches onto 3D printer. Run printer program. Repeat until 
printer barrel is empty or requisite number of patches have been produced. Package 
patches by placing single patches in mylar using tweezers and heat sealing. Apply labels.
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MANNA TRANSDERMAL PATCH


Other Marijuana Product


3" x 5" OD PAKVF2.5M White MiniPouch, IMPAK #25MW0305RCLNTN, Mylar foil heat-
sealable. White, 2.5mil thickness. Print on the package will be white, black and gold.


Each package will contain a single serving (1 patch/package). We will dose each patch 
with either 10, 20, or 30mg THC. 


Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. Eg., hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to either 10mg or 20mg THC) a total CBD of 
either 10 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 20 mg CBD (20 mg/serving)


CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving. Additionally, the CBD:THC version 
shall have the Hemp Registration number, and all other Hemp Labeling requirements as 
shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp product example label. 


See attached image. 


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.
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DIRECTIONS 


Cle<m skin using alcohol swab or by washing with 


soap. Dry thoroughly. Remove backing and apply 


patch to intact skin, pressing firmly to ensure adhesion. 


Onset is 1 hour ± 30 minutes. Duration Is 12 hours. 


RECOMMENDED APPLICATION AREAS 


Inside of wrists• Top of hands• Inside or outside of 


biceps• Outside shoulder• Under armpit• Back or 


back of neck below shirt-line• Sides of torso 


Morijuono hn lnto•leaUng effects and may be habit forming and 


oddlcti�e. MonJu1n1 lm?Olrl ccncentr1tjon, coordination, 1ndjudgm"11. 


Oo not O!>"fO\e • �ehlcle or m1ct,lnery under Its Influence. Thu• 1,e 


neoltt, n.,_ nsocr1ted w ith ccn sumption of muUuana. F<>, UH cnlyby 


odults twenty-one 1ndol<ler.Keepcutof1hereacn01c hlldr"".M1,gu,n1 


shouldnotbe u sedbywcwnen wt,01,e pregnamorbreastfeedlng 


INGR!cDla<T5,m-.�. 
-gr-Oll"1•�•1<>'1•tol 
_ .. ___ ,,,,,,,.b!>-•<:t 
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5odElyGOOD�1Z321!1 


BIO JESUS 


'°"ISp<H:wm 
SATIVA 


GOOD 


ADDITIONAL DOSAGE STICKER OPTIONS 
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DIRECTIONS 


Clean skin us!ng alcohol swab or by washing with 


soap. Dry thoroughly. Remove backing and apply 


patch to Intact skin, pressing firmly to ensure adhesion. 


Onset Is 1 hour± 30 minutes. Duralion is 12 hours. 


RECOMMENDED APPLICATION AREAS 


Inside of wrists• Top of hands• Inside or outside of 


biceps • Outside shoulder • Under armpit • Back or 


back of neck below shirt-line • Sides of torso 
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018) Page 5 of 8 


License #___________________ 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.520, 3 AAC 306.525, and 3 AAC 306.560.  
Attach a completed copy of this page for each proposed marijuana concentrate or marijuana product. 


Product Name: 


Product Type: Choose one. 


Perishable: Yes/No Shelf Life: If perishable. 


Intended Use: Smokable/ 


edible/topical/wholesale/etc. 


Product Description: 
Details must include the 
color, shape, and texture. 


Ingredients: 


Standard Production 
Procedure and Detailed 
Manufacturing Process: 


Depiction: 
Provide a photograph, 
drawing, or graphic 
representation of the 
expected appearance of the 
final product. 


Section 6 – Proposed Marijuana Concentrates and Marijuana Products 







Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018)  Page 6 of 8 


License #___________________ 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.520, 3 AAC 306.565, and 3 AAC 306.570.  
Attach a completed copy of this page for each proposed marijuana concentrate or marijuana product. 


Product Name: 


Product Type: 


Packaging Description: 
Details must include the 
color(s), size, packaging 
materials used, total 
amount of THC, individual 
serving sizes (if multiple), 
and other specifics showing 
compliance with  
3 AAC 306.565. Please 
include photos, drawings, 
or graphic representations. 


Sample Labels: 
Provide sample labels 
showing how the labeling 
requirements set forth in  
3 AAC 306.570 will be met. 


Section 7 – Proposed Product Packaging and Sample Labels 





















		Product Name: GOOD Capsules

		Shelf Life If perishable: 1 year

		Intended Use Smokable edibletopicalwholesaleetc: Edible

		Product Description Details must include the color shape and texture: Black and white hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose capsules will have the GOOD monogram logo on the capsule exterior. Capsule will be filled with coconut oil infused with decarboxylated butane hash oil cannabis. Capsules will be smooth and oval shaped.

		Ingredients: - Decarboxylated butane hash oil cannabis- Alaska Hemp Program Endorsed CBD  concentrate may be added to create CBD:THC version of capsules.- Virgin organic coconut oil- Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose capsules (vegetable cellulose, purified water)

		Standard Production Procedure and Detailed Manufacturing Process: Calculate the dosage of decarboxylated cannabis concentrate (butane hash oil) to be added to the batch. Place 250 mL of raw unrefined Coconut oil in a double boiler and set temperature to 220 degrees F. Make sure to keep temperature below 220 degrees F. Mix in Butane Hash Oil cannabis extract (and CBD concentrate if applicable), and stir into mixture. Let mixture heat for 1 hour while stirring. Pour oil into cooling pan. Add 0.2 ml of infused coconut oil to the Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose capsules using a syringe.

		Depiction Provide a photograph drawing or graphic representation of the expected appearance of the final product: 

		License_4: 10165

		Product Name_2: GOOD Capsules

		Product Type: Edible

		Packaging Description Details must include the colors size packaging materials used total amount of THC individual serving sizes if multiple and other specifics showing compliance with 3 AAC 306565 Please include photos drawings or graphic representations: (See image attached for example for 10mg THC serving/100mg THC Total)Capsules will be packaged in a child resistant Pollen Gear brand clear glass jar with a white lid with a black and gold logo. The 5ml jar will be packaged in a 2" x 2" x 1" black, white, and gold cardboard box. The jar will contain 10 black and white capsules, each capsule will contain 5 or 10 mg decarboxylated THC (5 mg serving size, 50 mg total; or 10 mg serving size, 100 mg total). See attached image of packaging. Serving information that will be on the side of the box: "One capsule is a single serving of 5 mg THC.", or"One capsule is a single serving of 10 mg THC."Serving information that will be on the front of the box: "50 MG THC, 10 CAPSULES, 5 MG THC PER CAPSULE" ,or"100 MG THC, 10 CAPSULES, 10 MG THC PER CAPSULE" CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50 mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/serving).CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving. Additionally, the CBD:THC version will include on the labels Hemp Registrant number and all other Hemp regulatory requirements as set forth on the Dept of Agriculture sample label attached hereto.   

		Sample Labels Provide sample labels showing how the labeling requirements set forth in 3 AAC 306570 will be met: See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta area designates the variable labels that will be applied. Bottom variable label sticker will be white with black print. Round variable label sticker ("varietal sticker") colors will be white, black, or gold.

		License_5: 10165

		Perishable: [Yes]

		Choose Product Type: [Other Marijuana Product]








GOOD Gummies


1 year


Edible


- Color depends on flavor (e.g., purple [grape], red [tart cherry], yellow [grapefruit])
- Granular in texture (sugar coating)
- Cube shape


Fruit juice, organic cane sugar, tapioca syrup, tartaric acid, pectin, N-Butane Concentrate 
(winterized cannabis extract), granulated sugar, citric acid, calcium


Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp 
concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).


1 Combine fruit juice and calcium and place over low heat.  2 Combine portion of cane 
sugar with the apple pectin and tartaric acid. 3 Measure tapioca syrup, the rest of the cane 
sugar and tartaric acid all in separate bowls. 4 Bring Juice to a boil. 5 Add in cane sugar + 
pectin mixture. 6 Bring juice/pectin mix back to a boil.  7 Add tapioca syrup.  8 Add in the 
rest of the cane sugar. 10 Reheat mixture. 11 Add in N-Butane Concentrate (and Alaska 
Hemp Program [e.g., CBD, CBG, CBN, CBC] concentrate if applicable). 12 Adding 
Tartaric Acid, mix. 13 Pour mixture and let it cool. 14 Cut into cubes. 15 Let Product "cure" 
at room temperature. 16 Coat in sugar/citric acid mixture. 17 Package.


10165


Yes


Other Marijuana Product
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GOOD Gummies


Edible


GOOD Gummies will be packaged directly in a colored (associated with the color of fruit 
juice, e.g., grapefruit [yellow], tart cherry [red], or grape [purple]) child resistant resealable 
mylar bag (3.4" x 2.36" x 5") that will have a white label affixed to the back with the 
variable data (METRC number, retailer, flavor, etc). Total amount of THC per package = 
50 mg or 100 mg with THC per serving = 5 mg or 10 mg, respectively. 10 servings (1 
gummy = 1 serving) per package.


Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. For example, hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC 
version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50 
mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 
mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/serving)


CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving. Additionally, for the CBD:THC 
versions, the label will have the Hemp Registration number and shall meet all other 
requirements shown on the attached example Hemp Registration Label from the Alaska 
Dept. of Agriculture. 


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.
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fAIRBANK� 


GOOD 
CUUBII 


FEIi GOOD RESPONSIBLY. 


Produced by GOOD CANNABIS (Lie.# 10165) 
gooclaleska.com @GOODakcannabls IGOODcannabls 


Infused with 810 JESUS Full Spectrum SATIVA 


INGREDIENTS: pure grape 
juice, organic cane sugar, 
tapioca syrup, pectin, 
tartaric acid, granulated 
sugar citric acid, cannabis 
extract, calcium water 


Produced by GOOD Cannabis 10165 


Batch #1A4020BC00 


Sold By GOOD Cannabis 12325 
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SMG DOSAGE STICKER 
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AK Hemp Program #20-4R-0070
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"


tl3 Cl3 
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GOOD Dark Chocolate Bar


18 months


Edible


Color: Dark Brown 
Shape: 5" x 2"x 3/8" rectangle 
Texture: Hard, smooth 


Belgian Dark Chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa butter),N-Butane 
Concentrate (winterized cannabis extract), Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed 
hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).
Flavorings: Cinnamon, Cayenne, Orange, Mint, Strawberry Cardamom.The ingredient list 
on package will include all specific ingredients that were adding to this particular batch 
(Flavorings).


Melt chocolate in tempering machine. Add flavoring (if needed) , Add in N-Butane 
Concentrate, Add Alaska Hemp Program concentrate (concentrated CBD, CBG, CBN, 
CBC) if applicable. Bring chocolate to temper.  Fill molds and scrape level (excess 
chocolate goes back into tempering machine for the next molds). Allow chocolate to cool 
and set up in the molds. Tap chocolate bars out of the molds and store until ready for 
packaging.


10165
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Other Marijuana Product
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GOOD Dark Chocolate Bar


Other Marijuana Product


(See image attached for example for 10mg THC serving/100mg THC Total) 
Chocolate Bars will be packaged in a 5.5" x 2.5" child resistant heat sealed food safe bag. 
The bag will be opaque and black in color. Product will be infused with N-Butane 
Concentrate.  Each chocolate bar will contain 10 servings infused with 5mg THC each or 
10mg THC each. The entire bar will therefore contain 50mg THC or 100mg THC, 
respectively. Each Serving is clearly demarcated as show in Section 6.


Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. For example, hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC 
version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50 
mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 
mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/serving).


CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving, the Hemp Registration number, and all 
other Hemp Labeling requirements as shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp 
product example label. 


(see attached image of packaging)


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.
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8" 
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SMG DOSAGE STICKER 


5mm 


Full Spectrum 


SATIVA 


INGREDIENTS 


dark chocolate {unsweetened chocolate, sugar, cocoa 


buner),cannabisextract 


Produced by GOOD Cannabis 10165 


Betel, #1A4020BCOO 


Sold By GOOD Cannabis 12325 
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ADDITIONAL DOSAGE STICKER OPTIONS 


I 100' CBO I I 
50'THC r-----


15□□• CB□ I I 
50' THC r-----


5mm 


INGREDIENTS 
dark chocolate (unsweetened chocolate, sugar. cocoa butter), 


cannabis extract, cannabis extract, Alaska Hemp Program 


Approved CBO bro;id spectrum concentrate 


Produced by GOOD Cannabis 10165 


Batch 11A4020BCOO 


Sold By GOOD Cannubis 12325 


AK Hemp Program #20-4R-0070 
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"
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GOOD Milk Mini Chocolate Bars


18 months


Edible


Mini chocolate bars are dark brown (dark chocolate) in color. The shape is that of a gold
bar (3D trapezoid) 0.875"L x 0.4375"W x 0.2"H. The texture is smooth and hard until
melting in your mouth.
1) 50 mini chocolate bars (1mg THC per bar, serving size 5mg THC [5 bars] or 10mg 
THC [10 bars]) each will be packaged into a child resistant bag. There will be 50mg THC 
per package.
2)10 mini chocolate bars (serving size [one bar] 5mg THC or 10mg THC) each will be
packaged into a child resistant bag. There will be 50mg or 100mg THC per package.


Milk Chocolate (sugar, cocoa butter, whole milk powder, unsweetened chocolate, milk 
sugar, skimmed milk powder, soy lecithin (emulsifier), malt , N-butane concentrate, 
Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., hemp 
concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).
Flavorings: Cinnamon, Cayenne, Orange, Mint, Strawberry Cardamom.


Chocolate will be melted down in an auto-tempering machine.  N-butane cannabis 
concentrate (and flavoring and/or hemp concentrate when applicable) will be added to the 
melted chocolate and mixed until homogeneous, then allowed to cool to temper point and 
poured directly into molds to further cool and set up.


See attached image
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GOOD Mini Milk Chocolate Bars


Other Marijuana Product


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.


10165


(See image attached for example for 5mg THC serving/50mg THC Total)
1) Dark mini chocolate bars will be packaged in a 4 x 2.5 x 4 child resistant heat sealed
food safe bag. The bag will be metallic bronze in color. Product will be infused with N-
Butane concentrate. Each mini chocolate bar will contain 1mg THC, serving size 5 or 10
bars.
The entire package will contain 50 mini chocolate bars therefore containing 50mg THC.
(see attached image of packaging).
2) Dark mini chocolate bars will be packaged in a 4 x 2.5 x 6 child resistant heat sealed
food safe bag. The bag will be metallic bronze in color. Product will be infused with N-
Butane concentrate. Each mini chocolate bar will contain 10 servings infused with 10mg
THC each. The entire package will therefore contain 100mg THC. (see attached image of
packaging).
Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some
cases. Eg., hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50
mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving),
200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500mg CBD (100 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/
serving)
CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving . Additionally, the CBD:THC version
shall have the Hemp Registration number, and all other Hemp Labeling requirements as
shown on the attached Dept. of Agriculture hemp product example label.
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Product Dimensions


Actual picture of  product
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"


tl3 Cl3 
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GOOD Milk Chocolate Bar


18 months


Edible


Color: Dark Brown 
Shape: 5" x 2"x 3/8" rectangle 
Texture: Hard, smooth 


Belgian Milk Chocolate (Sugar, cocoa butter, whole milk powder, unsweetened chocolate, 
milk sugar, skimmed milk powder, soy lecithin, malt extract, vanilla flavoring), N-Butane 
Concentrate, Optional: Alaska Hemp Program endorsed hemp concentrate product (e.g., 
hemp concentrate high in CBD, CBN, CBC or CBG).
Flavorings: Cinnamon, Cayenne, Orange, Mint, Strawberry Cardamom. Ingredient list on 
package will include all specific ingredients that were adding to the particular batch. 


Melt chocolate in tempering machine. Add flavoring (if needed) , Add in N-Butane 
Concentrate, Add Alaska Hemp Program concentrate (concentrated CBD, CBG, CBN, 
CBC) if applicable..  Bring chocolate to temper.  Fill molds and scrape level. Allow 
chocolate to cool and set up in the molds. Tap chocolate bars out of the molds and store 
until ready for packaging.


10165


Yes


Other Marijuana Product
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GOOD Milk Chocolate Bar


Other Marijuana Product


(See image attached for example for 10mg THC serving/100mg THC Total) 
Chocolate Bars will be packaged in a 5.5" x 2.5" child resistant heat sealed food safe bag.  
The bag will be white in color. Product will be infused with N-Butane Concentrate.  Each 
chocolate bar will contain 10 servings infused with either 5mg THC each or 10mg THC 
each. The entire bar will therefore contain 50mg or 100mg THC respectively (see attached 
image of packaging). Each serving is clearly demarcated as show in Section 6. 


Hemp concentrate endorsed by the Alaska Hemp Program will also be used in some 
cases. For example, hemp concentrate high in CBD will be added to create a CBD:THC 
version:
CBD:THC version will include (in addition to THC described above) total CBD of either 50 
mg CBD (5 mg/serving), 100 mg CBD (10 mg/serving), 200 mg CBD (20 mg/serving), 500 
mg CBD (50 mg/serving) or 1000 mg CBD (100 mg/serving)


CBD:THC version will have an additional sticker on front of packaging describing the 
CBD:THC ratio and the CBD and THC per serving. Additionally, for the CBD version, the 
label will include the Hemp Registration number and all other Dept. of Agriculture hemp 
product label requirements as shown on the attached sample Dept. of Agriculture example 
hemp label. 


See attached image of packaging with labels attached. Note, magenta outline designates 
area that the variable data label will be applied.


10165  
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Alaska IDiv'ision of Agriculture 


Hemp Program 


Product Label Example 


A person offering for .sale, processed industinial hemp products intended for human or animal 


,oonsumption, must proper y label them in .aooordance with 11 AAC 40.420. The 1.abel shall indlude the 
following: 


1) The product name.
2) A batch number-for the product.


3) An expirat ion dat,e.


4) Total quantity of tlhe product by weight or volume.


5) The .s•ervin,g size, or recommended dosag,e.
6) A llist of alll ingredients.


7) The industrial hemp program in which the hemp or1iginated.


8) And if the product contains any THC, the statement "Warning: Contaiins THC"
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Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 


550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 


rD.� ri j u<1 n a. I ice nsi ng_@j}J_a�kiicRQY 


htilliJ,lww"'{,__commPrj'.e i!lask;i.gQy/webi'.i!n..J.f.Q. 


Alaska Marijuana Control Board Phone: 907.269.0350 


Operating Plan Supplemental 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility 


What is this form? 


This operating plan supplemental form is required for all applicants seeking a marijuana product manufacturing facility license and 


must accompany Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan, per 3 AAC 306.020(b)(ll). Applicants should review Chapter 


306: Article 5 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet the 


requirements of the statutes and regulations. 


If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that operating plan with your application, but all fields of this 


form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020 and 3 AAC 306.520(3). 


What additional information is required for cultivation facilities? 


Applicants must identify how the proposed establishment will comply with applicable regulations regarding the following: 


• Equipment, compounds, and processes to be used


• Waste disposal


• Testing procedure and protocols


• Proposed marijuana concentrates and marijuana products


• Proposed product packaging and sample labels


• Prohibitions


This form must be completed and submitted to AMCO's main office before any new or transfer application for a 
marijuana product manufacturing facility or marijuana concentrate manufacturing facility license will be considered 
complete. 


Section 1 - Establishment Information


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 


Licensee: GOOD, LLC I MJ License #: 


License Type: Product Manufacturing 
Doing Business As: GOOD Cannabis 
Premises Address: 1949 Frank Ave 


110165 


City: Fairbanks I State: I Alaska I ZIP: 199079


[Form MJ-05) (rev 09/28/2018) Page 1 of8 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018) Page 2 of 8 


License #___________________ 


2.1. Provide an overview of your proposed facility’s operations. Include information regarding the intake, flow, and transfer of 
marijuana, marijuana concentrate, and marijuana product at and from your premises: 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.555. 


3.1. Describe the equipment and solvents, gases, chemicals, and other compounds the marijuana product manufacturing facility 
will use to create marijuana concentrates: 


Section 2 – Overview of Operations 


Section 3 – Equipment and Compounds to be Used 


GOOD's Product Manufacturing facility creates cannabis concentrates from cannabis flower, immature bud, and trim. 
Concentrates are created through butane extraction (N-Butane Concentrate) or ice water extraction (ice water 
concentrate) or ethanol extraction (Ethanol Extract). 


N-Butane Concentrate may be sold as a final product, or used to infuse other products created in the manufacturing 
facility including: GOOD Lemon-ginger Drops, GOOD Transdermal Patches, GOOD Gummies, GOOD Chocolate Bars, 
GOOD Mini Chocolate Bars, GOOD Capsules. GOOD will purchase cannabis for extraction (flower,immature bud, trim) 
from GOOD Cannabis cultivation (10166) or from other licensed cannabis cultivators. Cultivated product will be 
transferred to GOOD's manufacturing facility from a licensed cultivation facility according to regulations, and stored in 
GOOD's climate controlled vault (restricted access) until time of processing. Extraction, product creation/infusion, and 
packaging will occur in GOOD's restricted access manufacturing room. Finished cannabis product (concentrates, vape 
carts, edibles, transdermal patches) will be stored in GOOD's climate controlled vault until time of sale and transfer. 


Transfer of product from GOOD's manufacturing facility to a licensed facility will be transported according to regulation. 
All transfers, production (creation of new product), and waste will be tracked in METRC according to regulation. The 
marijuana or marijuana products received by GOOD’s manufacturing facility will be used as is or repackaged so as to 
be ready for retail sale (consumer packaging), or used to manufacture products approved under license 10165. GOOD’s 
manufacturing facility may purchase marijuana or marijuana products in bulk from other licensed facilities and 
repackage into consumer level packaging for resale at a licensed marijuana retail store in accordance with either the 
operating plan of the transferring license or GOOD’s manufacturing operating plan and approved packaging and 
labeling. GOOD’s intent is to fully engage in activities described in the statutory definition of marijuana product 
manufacturing facility AS 17.38.900(14).


Three extraction methods will be employed by GOOD LLC
1) Ice-water separation to create Ice Water Concentrate Cannabis:
Equipment - mechanical agitation machine, food grade sieves
*note, this method uses water and ice to physically remove and concentrate trichomes, but not as a solvent.


2) Butane extraction to create N-Butane Extract Cannabis:
Butane solvent in an ASME certified closed loop system (Emotek Obe Dos Closed Loop Extractor System) and purged
via vacuum oven (CascadeTEK Vacuum Oven). In the case where N-Butane Extract will be added to topicals or edibles,
the N-Butane Extract will be heated for additional time in the vacuum ovens to decarboxylate the THC. GOOD will use
ethanol solution for winterization, an optional purification process in which the N-Butane Extract is dissolved in ethanol
solution and funneled through a strainer to remove remaining waxes and fats (lipids). Ethanol is then reclaimed using a
Rotovac system. Additionally, GOOD may further refine the N-Butane Extract product by utilizing the "short path
distillation" process approved by the MCB at the April 2018 Board meeting Tab 24.


3)Ethanol Extraction:
Equipment- Mechanical press and Rotovac
The input for this process will be flower, larf, or trim including material that had previously undergone extraction utilizing
N-Butane.  Material will be soaked in an ethanol solution and ethanol will be pressed out using a mechanical press.
Ethanol solution will be funneled through a strainer to remove remaining waxes and fats (lipids).  Ethanol is then
reclaimed using a Rotovac system. GOOD will create “Ethanol Extract” by running the solution through the fractional
distillation equipment.


10165  
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!,:Mi@.;% Alaska Marijuana Control Board


'·'J:iJor:o,/J Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


Section 4 - Waste Disposal


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.740. 


You must be able to certify the statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the box to the right: Initials 


4.1. The marijuana product manufacturing facility shall give the board at least three days written notice required under m 
3 AAC 306.740(c) before making marijuana waste unusable and disposing of it.


�


4.2. Describe how you will store, manage, and dispose of any solid or liquid marijuana waste, Including expired or outdated 
marijuana or marijuana product, in compliance with any applicable laws. Include details about the materlal(s) you will mix with 
ground marijuana waste and the processes that you will use to make the marijuana waste unusable for any purpose for which it 
was grown or produced:


� Marijuana waste will be weighed, reported and stored in compliance with the regulations. Once the 
waste is available for destruction, GOOD LLC staff will destroy solid waste by grinding it and mixing 
it with sawdust. The resulting waste will then be placed in a commercial dumpster and be 
transported off site to a solid waste management site by a third party company. 


Liquid waste will be washed with water into the GOOD LLC's facility waste water system which 
drains into a buried septic field on site. GOOD LLC's Manufacturing team will then fill out and submit 
the required Marijuana Waste Disposal form to the State. All packages with waste recordings will be 
updated and tracked through METRC through the entire process. 


[Form MJ-05) (rev 09/28/2018) 
Ucense# 1 Q 165 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


Section 5 - Testing Procedure and Protocols


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.520 and 3 AAC 306.550. 


You must be able to certify the statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the box to the right: 


5.1. I will ensure that any individual responsible for collecting random samples for required laboratory testing under
3 AAC 306.550 will prepare the necessary accompanying signed statement, provide the signed statement to
the marijuana testing facility, and maintain a copy as a business record under 3 AAC 306.755.


Answer "Yes" or "No" to the following question: 


5.2. Will the marijuana product manufacturing facility be performing in-house testing (as defined under
3 AAC 306.990(b)(20)?


Initials 


Yes No 


If "Yes" to 5.2, you must be able to certify the statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the box: Initials 


5.3. The area where in-house testing will occur is clearly Identified on the Form MJ-02: Premises Diagram that is �
submitted with this application. 0 


5.4. Describe the testing procedures and protocols the marijuana product manufacturing facility will follow:
GOOD LLC will use a third party testing laboratory to test all cannabis products. Adequate quantities of testing samples 
will be sent to the testing laboratory to provide the required replicate testing and quality control samples. Product that is 
out for testing will be stored in a GOOD LLC's locked vault room until testing results are returned and the testing 
laboratory has released the product batch in METRC. If a product fails a test, GOOD LLC will either: 1) request that the 
Director of AMCO approve a retest, 2) destroy the product according to GOOD LLC's waste disposal processes, 3) if an 
edible or patch fails a test because it tests significantly under the target THC level, GOOD LLC will request from the 
Director of AMCO permission to sell product at the lower THC value. Test samples will be transferred and transported to 
the testing facility according to regulation. 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018) 
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


Section 8 - Prohibitions 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.510. 


8.1. I certify that the marijuana product manufacturing facility will not: 


a. sell, deliver, distribute, or transfer any marijuana, marijuana concentrate, or marijuana product directly to a


consumer, with or without compensation;


b. allow any person, Including a licensee, employee, or agent, to consume marijuana, marijuana concentrate, or


marijuana product on the licensed premises; or


c. manufacture or sell any product that is an adulterated food or drink, closely resembles a familiar food or drink


item including candy, or is packaged to look like candy, or in bright colors or with cartoon characters or other


pictures or images that would appeal to children.


Initials 


I declare under penalty o


�


u sworn falsification that this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, is true, correct,
and complete. 


O\tii qq_ 
Signature of licensee Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska 


()�\ � � � My commission expires: \ 2-( 2-/ 2-y
Printed name of licensee 


[Form MJ-05) (rev 09/28/2018) 


Subscribed and sworn to before me this l1_ day of �Cl,\I\\At,\ VL-:\ 


License# 1 Q 165 
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(Additional Space as Needed): 


I 
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Vape Pen With Oil


Vaporizable


This product is meant to be vaporized in individual cartridge, where the battery is attached 
and a heating element within the cartridge creates a vaporized product that is inhaled. The 
oil is liquid with the approximate viscosity of honey, and is typically light to dark brown, 
depending on the marijuana product used to create it.


N-Butane Concentrate or Ethanol Extract and Terpenes


Vape pen with oil is created by adding terpenes into N-Butane Concentrate or Ethanol 
Extract, to approximate the terpene profile of the starting product.  Terpenes are 
sourced commercially as isolates or are sourced from a portion of N-Butane 
Concentrate that is naturally high in terpenes.  Vape pens (cartridges) are then filled 
with the N-butane Concentrate or Ethanol Extract using a calibrated pipette.


A glass vape cartridge with metal or plastic mouthpiece tip and metal battery connection is 


filled with N-Butane Concentrate or Ethanol Extract:


10165


No


Marijuana Concentrate
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Vape Pen With Oil


Marijuana Concentrate


GOOD LLC will employ two packaging brand types: "GOOD Cannabis" and "Pedro's 
Gold". "GOOD Cannabis" brand will be used to package product from created from 
material from GOOD LLC's cultivation license (License #10166). Pedro's Gold brand will 
be used to package product created from all other license types (i.e., cultivation licenses 
not owned by GOOD LLC).


"GOOD Cannabis" brand Vape Pen With Oil will be packaged in a child resistant re-
closable cardboard box (2” x 4” x 0.9” in size) made by Sungrown Packaging. This black, 
white and gold box uses a tab locking system that meets US Code of Federal Regulation 
Title 16 Part 1700 (approved child resistant packaging). 


"Pedro's Gold" brand Vape Pen With Oil will be packaged in a mylar bag measuring 3.5" x 
2.5" in size. The front of the bag will be transparent with the Pedro's Gold and GOOD 
Cannabis logos while the back of the bag will be black with gold print. 


See attached


10165  
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Unfolded Box


Folded Box Folded Box & Vape Cart
with Oil


Vape Cart Inside Folded Box


GOOD Cannabis Packaging


Back of box with example label
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Pedro's Gold Packaging


Front of bag Back of bag


Blue area is
transparent


Back of bag with
sample label


Front of bag with Vape Cartridge inside


Cultivator Logo


Empty Vape Cartridges (1.0ml &0.5ml)
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


AlconoI ana Maniuana control umce 
550 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
ma riiuana .lice nsi ng@alaska.gov 


htt ps :)jyv__vy_w_ .�o ll}fl1gr_r,_e, i_!la �ka_,.g_oy /vye_b/ a me CJ 
Phone: 907.269.0350 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


What is this form? 


An operating plan is required for all marijuana establishment license applications. Applicants should review Title 17.38 of Alaska 


Statutes and Chapter 306 of the Alaska Administrative Code. This form will be used to document how an applicant intends to meet 
the requirements of those statutes and regulations. If your business has a formal operating plan, you may include a copy of that 
operating plan with your application, but all fields of this form must still be completed per 3 AAC 306.020(c). 


What must be covered in an operating plan? 


Applicants must identify how the proposed premises will comply with applicable statutes and regulations regarding the following: 


• Control plan for persons under the age of 21
• Security
• Business records
• Inventory tracking of all marijuana and marijuana product on the premises
• Employee qualification and training
• Health and safety standards
• Transportation and delivery of marijuana and marijuana products
• Signage and advertising


Applicants must also complete the corresponding operating plan supplemental forms (Form MJ-03, Form MJ-04, Form MJ-05, or 
Form MJ-06) to meet the additional operating plan requirements for each license type. 


Section 1 - Establishment & Contact Information 


Enter information for the business seeking to be licensed, as identified on the license application. 
Licensee: GOOD, LLC I MJ License #: I 1016s 
License Type: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility 
Doing Business As: GOOD Cannabis 
Premises Address: 1949 Frank Ave 
City: Fairbanks j State: I Alaska j ZIP: j99701 
Mailing Address: 1949 Frank Ave 
City: Fairbanks j State: j Alaska j ZIP: j 99701


Designated Licensee: Christian Hood 
Main Phone: 907-322-4962


I Cell Phone: I 907-322-4962


Email: christian@goodalaska.com 


[Form MJ-01) (rev 4/3/2019} Page 1of 11  
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-01: Marijuana Establishment Operating Plan 


Section 2 - Control Plan for Persons Under the Age of 21 


Z.1. Describe how the marijuana establishment will prevent persons under the age of 21 from gaining access to any portion of the


licensed premises and marijuana Items:


GOOD LLC will utilize a combination of physical design features, technologies, and procedures to prevent 
unauthorized entry. The facility will operate from a nondescript structure. 
All exterior doors will lock automatically. All emergency exit doors will be dead-bolted when not in use. 
It is GOOD LLC's policy and state law that no persons under the age of 21 are employed or allowed to gain 
authorized access at the facility unless they are the child of an employee who is breastfeeding and under 
the age of 1 year. GOOD LLC developed a Visitation Protocol to ensure all visitors are required to present a 
valid government-issued identification card to confirm identity, age, and authenticity. All visitors that do not 
meet the minimum age requirement of 21 years old, will not be granted authorized access. If an 
unauthorized person refuses to leave, the agent handling the visitor intake may contact local law 
enforcement if the issue persists. The panic button may be used if a security risk becomes life threatening. 


Section 3 - Security 


Restricted Access Areas (3 AAC 306.710}: 


3.1. Describe how you will prevent unescorted members of the public from entering restricted access areas: 


GOOD LLC's standard operating procedure will contain a visitor policy, which outlines procedures for visitor approval and record keeping. 
GOOD LLC has developed a Visitation Protocol, which is a set of identified policies and procedures that details requirements for visitor 
access to the facility. All visitors will be logged in and out of a visitor management system (VMS), which will be available for inspection by 
the Alaska Marijuana Control Board at all times. All outside vendors, contractors, and visitors will obtain an identification badge prior to 
entering a limited access area and will be escorted at all times by an agent authorized to enter the restricted access area. Agents are 
required to immediately report security breaches and incidents of non-compliance. 
All visitors, including outside vendors, consultants, contractors, Alaska Marijuana Control Board representatives, representatives of an 
independent laboratory, and law enforcement officials will be required to comply with this Visitation Protocol as a condition of facility access. 
Unannounced visitors at any GOOD LLC facility are prohibited, except, when necessary to perform their governmental duties, Alaska 
Marijuana Control Board representatives and other designated officials acting in accordance with state and local laws and regulations. 


3.Z. Describe your recordkeeping and processes for admitting visitors into and escorting them through restricted access areas:


GOOD LLC will ensure that all areas of restricted access are marked by a sign that says "Restricted Access Area. Visitors must 
be escorted." GOOD LLC shall limit the number of visitors to not more than five (5) visitors for each licensee or agent of the 
licensee who is actively engaged in supervising those visitors. GOOD LLC will utilize a visitor access control and verification 
system that includes security measures to ensure when preauthorized visitors are admitted to non-public areas of the licensed 
premises they are logged in and out. A manufacturing agent admitting a visitor to a non-public area on the premises of the 
licensed manufacturing facility (facility) will utilize a visitor management system (VMS) to document the date and time of entry 
and egress of the visitor, the visitor's full name, the escorting agent's identification card number and the organization the visitor 
is associated with in order to validate the reason for the visit. An agent will also ensure that the identification meets all the 
standards required by the State. All VMS records will be kept for a minimum of five (5) years. 
GOOD LLC will ensure that all visitors of the facility will sign in to the VMS and acknowledge they are subject to GOOD LLC 
policies and procedures conforming to rules and regulations in regards to being accompanied by the licensee or agent at all 
times while on the licensed premises. The VMS procedure strictly states that all visitors on the premises of the licensed facility 
will be continuously accompanied and supervised at all times by a trained agent who is the pre-assigned, authorized host. 
Unauthorized visitors and those visitors not following applicable rules and regulations will be asked to leave the premises 
immediately. If the visitor refuses, the visitor will be escorted off the premises by an agent. GOOD LLC's Facility manager will 
assign an agent to supervise and escort the authorized visitor at all times. The assigned agent must confirm within the VMS that 
they will follow and comply with all rules and regulations to continuously visually supervise the authorized visitor. At no point in 
time will an agent lose visual sight from an authorized visitor. Continued on page 11 ... 
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3.3. Provide samples of licensee-produced Identification badges that will be displayed by each licensee, employee, or agent while 


on the premises, and of visitor Identification badges that will be worn by all visitors while In restricted access areas: 


GOOD LLC's agent ("agent") badges will be required to be displayed or available for inspection at all 
times while the employee is on the licensed premises. The agent's badge will include a full color 
photograph of the employee, first and last name, position title, internal identification number and 
issue date. 
*See attached employee and visitor badges.


Security Alarm Systems and Lock Standards (3 AAC 306.715): 


3.4. Exterior lightlng is required to facilitate surveillance. Describe how the exterior fighting will meet this requirement: 


GOOD LLC will install security lighting within facility, at entry and egress points and around the building and site 
perimeters, such that surveillance footage recorded will provide clear images that are useful to law enforcement. 
Intruders will be discouraged from attempts to gain access to the facility through proper illumination at entry points, 
making detection much more likely. Light glare will be directed outward toward the direction of a would-be intruder. 
Fixtures will be high-lumen, vandal-resistant and will be installed high and out of reach. Redundancy and lamp 
overlap will be provided so that a single lamp outage does not result in a dark spot vulnerable to intrusion. Enhanced 
security lighting will avoid light that is "too bright" and creates blinding glare or deep shadows. LED lights will be used 
due to their reliability and whiteness in color, aiding in clear video identification. 
Light trespass will be limited so as not to interfere with vehicular traffic, neighbors, and adjacent properties. Security 
lighting will illuminate all exterior areas of the facility site, including pedestrian or vehicular entrances, the perimeter 
fence line, the exterior of the building, and parking areas. Continued on Page 11 ... 
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3.5. An alarm system is required for all license types that must be activated on all exterior doors and windows when the licensed 
premises is closed for business. Describe the security alarm system for the proposed premises, explain how it will meet all 
regulatory requirements, and outline your policies and procedures regarding the actions to be taken by a licensee, employee, or 
agent when the alarm system alerts of an unauthorized breach: 


GOOD LLC will ensure the Intrusion alarm detection systems are continuously monitored and functional at all times. All alarm points will be armed outside of 
business hours, 365 days per year and monitored by a UL2050 central station via a GSM connection. The alarm operator will contact authorized users who are on 
the call list and, as necessary, law enforcement to report all alarm conditions. Surveillance cameras will record all entrances and exits to the premises, and 100% 
of interior floor space with the exception of restrooms and locker rooms. 
GOOD LLC will ensure the integrated security system will be capable of deteeting power loss and remaining operational in the event of power supply deficiencies. 
Security systems wlll be equipped with an internal auxiliary 48-hour battery backup supply that immediately activates upon power supply deficiencies. The secure 
notification system will alert the persons on the authorized call list (management) upon detection of a power loss. 
An intrusion alarm system will protect the facillty and is described herein. Authorized agents will be trained on the use of the intrusion alarm system, including 
arming and disarming the alarm system, the armed settings, the location or motion and wired door sensors, the location of fixed panic alarm buttons, and 
accidental activation procedures. The intrusion alarm system will, at a minimum: 
Provide coverage of all entrances and exjts, have multiple silent panic alarms, which ere activated by a button and signal a life threatening or emergency situation 
requiring law enforcement response; Include an audible Intrusion alarm, signaling a break In or unauthorized entry, which contacts the Faclllty manager and/or 
management personnel when the alarm is tr!gg_ered and, If not triggered by accident, subsequently notifies local law enforcement; Include a notllloatlon S¥Slem, 
which provides an audible, text, and visual notification of facility power failure and alerts management lmmedjately; Have the ability to remain operation al via, 
battery bank, during a power outage. 
Because local law enforcement will not dispatch unless an intruder is visually verified, the manager of the facility must report in person to the facility in order to 
visually inspect the facility and contact local law enforcement if necessary. Continued on page 11 ... 


3.6. Describe your policies and procedures for preventing diversion of marijuana or marijuana product, including by employees: 


GOOD LLC will prevent diversion by training employees on the types of diversion, how to recognize diversion, and the 
importance of reporting diversion. Ali employees will sign off on GOOD LLC's orientation document that states that reporting 
diversion is a condition of employment. All employees are held accountable for reporting diversion, or will be held as an 
accomplice in the diversion attempt. Agents who participate in, allow, or fail to report diversion will be terminated in accordance 
with GOOD LLC policy and reported to law enforcement as necessary. In addition, GOOD LLC reduces the chances of diversion 
by employees by providing employees with robust benefits including product discounts available to employees at GOOD LLC's 
retail store, and paying good wages and benefits. Any question of possible diversion will be immediately reviewed on the security 
camera system. GOOD, LLC will perform weekly or as needed inventory counts and compare them to Metre to ensure that no 
marijuana has been diverted or inverted from/into the facility. 


3.7. Describe your policies and procedures for preventln2 loitering: 


GOOD LLC will post signs around the facility that are no less than 12" x 12", with letters at least one-half inch in height in high 
contrast to the background of the sign, which will read, "NO LOITERING. Violators will be prosecuted." The signs will be located 
on the exterior of the facility, in the parking area, and at all entry points. The entire perimeter of the property will be fenced with 
chain link and barbed wire. The gate will only remain open during business hours during weekdays. 
Ali agents will be trained to identify suspicious activity and loitering. Anyone found to be loitering will be asked immediately to 
leave. Every agent is responsible for reporting suspicious activities and persons to their designated manager, who will notify law 
enforcement when a potential risk is identified. Should the person leave before the law enforcement officer's arrival, the manager 
will note the time to retrieve surveillance records, and record relevant info. 


You must be able to certify the statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the box to the right: 


3.8. I certify that if any additional security devices are used, such as a motion detector, pressure switch, and duress, 
panic, or hold-up alarm, to enhance security of the licensed premises, I will have written policies and procedures 
describing their use. 
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Video Surveillance (3 AAC 306.720-1: 


You must be able to certify each statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the corresponding box: 


3.9. The video surveillance and camera recording system for the licensed premises covers each restricted access area, 


and both the interior and exterior of each entrance to the facility. 


3.10. Each video surveillance recording: is preserved for a minimum of 40 days, in a format that can be easily accessed 


for viewing (consistent with the Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office's approved format list); clearly and accurately 


displays the time and date; and Is archived in a format that does not permit alteration of the recorded Image. 


3.11. The surveillance room or area is clearly defined on the Form MJ-02: Premises Diagram that is submitted with this 


application. 


3.12. Surveillance recording equipment and video surveillance records are housed in a designated, locked, and secure 


area or In a lock box, cabinet, closet or other secure area where access is limited to the llcensee(s), an authorized 


employee, and law enforcement personnel (including an agent of the Marijuana Control Board). 


Initials 


3.13. Describe how the video cameras will be placed to produce a clear view adequate to Identify any indlvldual inside the licensed 


premises, or within 20 feet of each entrance to the licensed premises: 


GOOD LLC will ensure the surveillance and intrusion alarm detection systems are continuously monitored and 
functional at all times. Surveillance cameras will record all building and site perimeter areas, entrances and exits 
to the premises, and 100% of interior floor space with the exception of restrooms and locker rooms. All systems 
will have an internal auxiliary 48-hour battery backup supply that immediately activates upon power supply 
deficiencies. 
GOOD LLC will maintain a video surveillance recording system at the premises that records all activity in images 
capable of clearly revealing facial detail. Cameras will be located below light sources to maximize the quality of 
facial detail and body images and to avoid backlighting, glare and physical obstructions. All cameras will be low 
light capable with a minimum resolution of D1 and a minimum light factor requirement of 0.7 Lux with a recorded 
image frame rate of 15 fps during alarm or motion-based recording. 
GOOD LLC's security surveillance system will be configured to capture all entrance to and exits from the facility, 
including loading dock entrances, at a distance no less than 20 feet from the perimeter of the licensed premises. 


3.14. Describe the locked and secure area where video surveillance recording equipment and original copies of surveillance records 


will be housed and stored, and how you will ensure the area is accessible only to authorized personnel, law enforcement, or an 


agent of the Marijuana Control Board. If you will be using an offslte monitoring service and offsite storage of video surveillance 


records, your response must include how the offsite facility will meet these security requirements: 


GOOD LLC will ensure all security system equipment and recordings are maintained in a secure location so as to 
prevent theft, loss, destruction and alterations. The monitors and DVRs used for on-site video surveillance 
viewing and storage will be located in a restricted access security enclosure within the DVR and Records 
Storage Room, protected by an access control keypad on the door that allows only a limited number of 
authorized persons, including the facility manager, to gain access. Access to the DVR and Records Storage 
Room where all surveillance equipment and on-site recordings are located will be limited to personnel who are 
essential to surveillance operations, law enforcement officials as necessary, security system service personnel, 
the Alaska Marijuana Control Board and other persons authorized by the Alaska Marijuana Control Board. 
A list of currently authorized GOOD LLC personnel and service personnel that have access to the DVR and 
Records Storage Room will be available to the Alaska Marijuana Control Board upon request. Any authorized 
third-party who must access the DVR and Records Storage Room must be escorted by the Facility manager or 
his/her designee at all times. All access to the DVR and Records Storage Room will be recorded on camera. 
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Section 4 - Business Records 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.755. All licensed marijuana establishments must maintain, in a format that Is readily 


understood by a reasonably prudent business person, certain business records. 


4.1. I certify that the following business records will be maintained and kept on the licensed premises: Initials 


a. all books and records necessary to fully account for each business transaction conducted under my license for the d=i 
current year and three preceding calendar years (records for the last six months must be maintained on the licensed W
premises; older records may be archived on or off-premises); 


b. a current employee list setting out the full name and marijuana handler permit number of each licensee,
employee, and agent who works at the marijuana establishment;


c. the business contact information for vendors that maintain video surveillance systems and security alarm
systems for the licensed premises;


d. records related to advertising and marketing;


e. a current diagram of the licensed premises, including each restricted access area;


f. a log recording the name, and date and time of entry of each visitor permitted Into a restricted access area;


g. all records normally retained for tax purposes;


h. accurate and comprehensive inventory tracking records that account for all marijuana inventory activity from
seed or immature plant stage until the retail marijuana or retail marijuana product is sold to a consumer, to
another marijuana establishment, or destroyed;


I. transportation records for marijuana and marijuana product, as required by 3 AAC 306.750(f); and


j. registration and inspection reports of scales registered under the Weights and Measures Act, as required
by 3 AAC 306.745.


4.2. A marijuana establishment Is required to exercise due diligence in preserving and maintaining all required records. Describe 
how you will prevent records and data, Including electronically maintained records, from being lost or destroyed: 


In addition to the restricted DVR and Records Storage Room on-site the licensed premises, all 
records pertinent to the operation of the facility, including but not limited to, those related to 
production operations, compliance, security, agents, inventory, transportation, recall and withdrawal, 
and analytical testing, will be stored as duplicates at a secure, off-site storage location, which will be 
protected by a security alarm system. Records related to inventory tracking, transportation and 
distribution will also be digitally maintained by the cloud-based system. All required records will be 
retained for at minimum five (5) years and will be made available to the Alaska Marijuana Control 
Board upon request. Secure records storage areas can only be accessed by the Executive 
Management Team. 
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Section 5 - Inventory Tracking of All Marijuana and Marijuana Product 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.730. All licensed marijuana establishments must use a marijuana inventory tracking 


system capable of sharing information with Metre to ensure all marijuana cultivated and sold in the state, and each marijuana 


product processed and sold in the state, is identified and tracked from the time the marijuana is propagated from seed or cutting, 


through transfer to another licensed marijuana establishment, or use in manufacturing a marijuana product, to a completed sale of 


marijuana or marijuana product, or disposal of the harvest batch of marijuana or production lot of marijuana product. 


You must be able to certify each statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the corresponding box: 


5.1. My marijuana establishment will be using Metre, and if any other tracking software is used, It will be capable of 


sharing information with Metre. 


5.2. All marijuana delivered to a marijuana establishment will be weighed on a scale registered in compliance with 
3 AAC 306.745. 


5.3. My marijuana establishment will use registered scales in compliance with AS 45.75.080 (Weights and Measures 


Act), as required by 3 AAC 306.745. 


Section 6 - Employee Qualification and Training 


Initials 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306. 700. All licensees, and every employee or agent of the marijuana establishment who 


sells, cultivates, manufactures, tests, or transports marijuana or a marijuana product, or who checks the identification of a 


consumer or visitor, must obtain a marijuana handler permit from the board before being licensed or beginning employment at a 


marijuana establishment. 


You must be able to certify each statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the corresponding box: 


6.1. All licensees, and each employee or agent of the marijuana establishment who sells, cultivates, manufactures, 


tests, or transports marijuana or marijuana product, or who checks the Identification of a consumer or visitor, 
shall obtain a marijuana handler permit from the board before being licensed or beginning employment at the 


marijuana establishment. 


6.2. Each licensee, employee, or agent who is required to have a marijuana handler permit shall keep that person's 


marijuana handler permit card in that person's immediate possession (or a valid copy on file on the licensed 
premises) when on the licensed premises. 


6.3. Each licensee, employee, or agent who is required to have a marijuana handler permit shall ensure that that 


person's marijuana handler permit card is valid and has not expired. 


Initials 


6.4. Describe any in-house training that will be provided to employees and agents (apart from a marijuana handler course): 


GOOD LLC will employ a series of training requirements that all agents must complete in order to ensure a full 
understanding of GOOD LLC policies and standard operating procedures, as well as other laws and regulations 
pertinent to the agent's responsibilities. Training is a critical component of GOOD LLC's operations. GOOD LLC 
will train all agents as required to perform job duties and functions safely and in compliance with applicable laws 
and regulations. GOOD LLC orientation for new agents will include a summary overview of all training modules, 
which include: compliance, regulation, and law; standards of conduct and reasons for dismissal; agent's role in 
GOOD LLC's overall operations, marijuana science and GOOD LLC's commitment to science-based operations; 
safety; security; emergency management; the agent's role in inventory management and diversion prevention; 
record keeping: controlled access management: sanitation and hygiene: quality assurance and quality control: 
recall and withdrawal; marijuana manufacturing methods and procedures; and environment. 
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Section 7 - Health and Safety Standards 
Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.735. 


You must be able to certify each statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the corresponding box: 


7.1. I understand that a marijuana establishment is subject to inspection by the local fire department, building 
inspector, or code enforcement officer to confirm that health or safety concerns are not present. 


7.2. I have policies regarding health and safety standards (Including: ensuring a person with an illness or infection 
does not come into contact with marijuana or marijuana product; good hygienic practices; cleaning and 
maintenance of equipment and the premises; pest deterrence; chemical storage; sanitation principles; and 
proper handling of marijuana and marijuana product) and will take all reasonable measures and precautions to 
ensure that they are met or exceeded. 


7.3. I have policies to ensure that any marijuana or marijuana product that has been stored beyond Its usable life, or 
was stored improperly, is not salvaged and returned to the marketplace. 


7.4. I have policies to ensure that in the event information about the age or storage conditions of marijuana or 
marijuana product is unreliable, the marijuana or marijuana product will be handled in accordance with 
3 AAC 306.735(d). 


Answer "Yes" or "No" to each of the following questions: Yes 


7.5. Adequate and readily accessible toilet facilities that are maintained and in good repair and sanitary condition ! t/ Iare clearly indicated on my Form MJ-02: Premises Diagram. 


7.6. Convenient handwashing facilities with running water at a suitable temperature are clearly indicated on my 0Form MJ-02: Premises Diagram. 


Initials 


No 


□ 


□ 


7.7. If you answered "No" to either 7.5 or 7.6 above, describe how toilet and/or handwashing facilities are made accessible, as 
required by 3 AAC 306.735(b)(2): 


Section 8 - Transportation and Delivery of Marijuana and Marijuana Products 
Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.750. 


8.1. Describe how marijuana or marijuana product will be prepared, packaged, and secured for shipment. Include a description of 
the type of locked, safe, and secure storage compartments to be used in vehicles transporting marijuana or marijuana product: 


Marijuana and marijuana products will be packaged with an identification tag that correlates with the inventory 
tracking software. All marijuana that is being transported will be accompanied by a manifest and packaged in 
compliance with 3 AAC 306.4 75. 
Marijuana and marijuana products will 'be transported in locked heavy-duty plastic totes or secure smell-proof 
bags designed for marijuana transport. Totes will be secured using combination padlocks attached through the 
lid to the top of the tote. Smell proof bags will be secured using integrated locking mechanisms (combination 
locks) or combination padlocks. Locks will remain locked and secured until arrival at the licensed receiver's 
location unless inspection is required by an authorized state or federal official. The integrity of the transportation 
totes and bags will be inspected before packing to ensure that the container is in good condition and contains no 
potential breaches. Continued on Page 11... 
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You must be able to certify each statement below. Read the following and then sign your initials in the corresponding box: 


8.2. The marijuana establishment from which a shipment of marijuana or marijuana product originates will ensure 


that any Individual transporting marijuana shall have a marijuana handler permit required under 3 AAC 306.700. 


8.3. The marijuana establishment that originates the transport of any marijuana or marijuana product will use the 


marijuana Inventory tracking system to record the type, amount, and weight of marijuana or marijuana product 


being transported, the name of the transporter, the time of departure and expected delivery, and the make, 


model, and license plate number of the transporting vehicle. 


8.4. The marijuana establishment that originates the transport of any marijuana or marijuana product will ensure that 


a complete printed transport manifest on a form prescribed by the board must be kept with the marijuana or 


marijuana product at all times during transport. 


8.5. During transport, any marijuana or marijuana product will be in a sealed package or container in a locked, safe, 


and secure storage compartment in the vehicle transporting the marijuana or marijuana product, and the sealed 


package will not be opened during transport. 


8.6. Any vehicle transporting marijuana or marijuana product will travel directly from the shipping marijuana 


establishment to the receiving marijuana establishment, and will not make any unnecessary stops In between 


except to deliver or pick up marijuana or marijuana product at any other licensed marijuana establishment. 


8.7. When the marijuana establishment receives marijuana or marijuana product from another licensed marijuana 


establishment, the recipient of the shipment will use the marijuana inventory tracking system to report the type, 


amount, and weight of marijuana or marijuana product received. 


8.8. The marijuana establishment will refuse to accept any shipment of marijuana or marijuana product that is not 


accompanied by the transport manifest. 


Section 9 - Signage and Advertising 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.770. 


Initials 


� 


� 


9.1. Describe any signs that you intend to post on your establishment, including quantity, dimensions, graphics, and location on your 


establishment (photos or drawings may be attached): 


All sign age posted at the facility will be no less than 12" x 12", with lettering at least one-half inch in 
height in high contrast to the background of the sign, and will include 1) no less than five "NO 
LOITERING. Violators will be prosecuted." signs; 2) a sign that reads "RESTRICTED ACCESS. 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY.", which will be posted at the entrance and throughout the 
parking area; 3) no less than five signs throughout the site and premises that state, "NO 
TRESPASSING. VIOLATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED."; and 4) no less than five signs throughout 
the site and premises that state, "VIDEO RECORDING IN PROCESS. ALL VISITORS AND 
EMPLOYEES ARE MONITORED AT ALL TIMES." 
There will be not be any promotional or brand signage o·n the outside of the building. 
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9.2. Describe any advertising you intend to distribute for your establishment. Include medium types and business logos (photos or 
drawings may be attached): 


All GOOD Advertising will comply with 3 AAC 306. 770 - advertisements for marijuana or a marijuana 
product will include the business name and license number and warning statements when 
applicable. We will have accounts on social media platforms that allow cannabis related posts as 
well as potentially advertising using radio, magazine, newspaper, television, online platforms 
(including GOOD LLC's website), sponsored events, banners, and fliers, counter signs, and 
displays. 


See attachment for logos. 


I declare under penal� of unsworn falsification that this form, including all accompanying schedules and statements, is true, correct, 
and compl•w 


, 


Signature of licensee 


Printed name of licensee 
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(Additional Space as Needed): 


3.2 Continued: Upon logging in, authorized visitors will and spray their shoes with lsopropyl 
alcohol and will obtain a visitor badge that will be worn on their person above waist level and 
visible at all times while on the licensed premises. The escorting agent will serve as escort until 
visitors are ready to exit the premises of the licensed facility. When exiting, the escorting agent 
is responsible for ensuring each visitor completes the visitor log sign out in the VMS and returns 
the visitor badge. 
GOOD LLC will ensure visitors admitted to a non-public area of the premises will not touch any 
marijuana or marijuana product. Each authorized visitor on the premises of the facility will not 
be granted access to any room holding marijuana unless absolutely necessary, pursuant to 
GOOD LLC policy. The escorting agent assigned to the visitor is responsible for ensuring that 
all authorized visitors understand all applicable rules and regulations that prohibit all contact 
with any marijuana or marijuana product. 


3.4 Continued: GOOD, LLC will maintain video surveillance recording system at the premises 
that records all activity in images of high quality and high resolution capable of clearly revealing 
facial detail. Cameras will be located below light sources to maximize the quality of facial detail 
and body images and to avoid backlighting, glare and physical obstructions. All cameras will be 
high-definition and low light capable with a minimum resolution of D1 and a minimum light factor 
requirement of 0.7 Lux with a recorded image frame rate of 15 fps during alarm or motion
based recording. The Color Rendering Index of all cameras will be 80% for accurate image 
reproduction for identification of colors. 


3.5 Continued: In the event of an unauthorized breach, GOOD,LLC will evacuate all employees 
and visitors (if safe to do so and necessary) to a pre-determined safe location where they will 
await and comply with local law enforcement. Once law enforcement provides approval to re
enter the facility, the GOOD, LLC team will enter the facility, take inventory of all marijuana, 
cash etc, and inspect the premises. GOOD,LLC will notify AMCO and enforcement, 
electronically within 24 hours if an event of this nature occurs. 


8.1 Continued: Marijuana and marijuana products will be transported by third party transport 
company. Transporters with the third-party transport company (transport agent) must have a 
marijuana handler's permit and the company must demonstrate that their policies for 
transportation follow all regulations set out in 3 AAC 306 relevant to transportation of marijuana 
between licensed facilities. GOOD LLC will review policies of third-party transporters to ensure 
that they satisfy regulations and GOOD LLC's security and product handling standards and will 
review and inspect transport operations of third-party transporters before every transport. 
GOOD LLC will also monitor active transports by remaining in contact with the transport agent 
while product is in transit. 
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